
Kaka Show [Prod. By Ty Real]

COREY FINESSE

Turn that shit down bro just a little bit Uhuh 
Kaka show , you is two faced I can't fuck with you (oou) rather be dead then be comfortable (oou) now I can't 
even have lunch with you, (kaka show) bro why you do me like that ? I had to get in my bag I told you I would 
be right back , (this is my kaka show) Ima show you how I'm coming in (oou) Ima stunt on everyone of them 
(oou) I'm so fa show I'm sta-sta-sta stuttering (kaka show) can't repeat this shit that I'm muttering don't even 

know why I fucked with em pass me my drink and a cup with it (this is my kaka show) 

Verse 1
Pass me my drink in a cup with it , I can't hear you speak up you keep mumbling clearly I give no fucks on 

some other shit got me like solar like cooper the ovening all them niggas is soft that you running with you been 
hating on me and I'm loving it know you see all this fucking money coming in swear this shit make me feel like 
a kid again moving like you don't wanna see your kid again i be talking that talk I'm so with the shits they say 
sky is the limit I'm limitless and that bag that you chasing I'm spending it all that cash that you had what you 

did with it ? blaming me for conditions you living in throwing subs I find that very feminine, im the topic nigga 
you irrelevant all this shit you started Ima finish it and they tell me I shouldn't be giving in but it been on my 

mind I can't live with it dissapointed dead ass I ain't feeling this got me fucked up the fuck is you dealing with 
im the man na you just not admitting it strula bitch all that French shit prohibbited 

Chorus 
This is my kaka show I do not need no new company (oou) I can care less if you come for me (oou) in the end 

I'm the one you wanna be , (kaka show) bro you know I'm a savage you gon' make this shit get tragic I'm 
popping out with automatic (this is my kaka show) I feel like you are way into me (oou) my nigga im bout to 

make history (oou) that other shit wasn't meant to be (kaka show) this how you want it alright you way to stuck 
in a lie can't take me out but you can try (this is my kaka show) 

Verse 2
Try to come for me nigga you need me , boy you need to slow down cause you speeding I been dancing with the 
devil and demons I advice you to stay woke cause you sleeping niggas fed you and showed you everybody eats 

but still you just had to be greedy shit is crazy I couldn't believe it I'm gon' need me some drink in my cup 
again all this fucking henny got me stumbling friends becoming strangers I can't stomach it he said she said 

they all on that sucker shit when you getting money this what comes with it ? well then I blow some more for 
the fun of it cause I know that you broke this is punishment couldve sworn that you said you was running shit 

All this fucking Louie that I'm covered in make you wanna go run and throw subs again well go do what you do 
since that make you man know it's hurting your heart I been going in you changed on me and now I'm like fuck 
a friend I don't think I can trust again try to fuck me over but I'm celibate no we ain't friends it ain't no benefits 

Hook 
This is my kaka show, fuck you talking all that nonsense (oou) shit be fucking with my conscious (oou) 

should've left a fucking comment (kaka show) I swear I been making progress you just mad cause I'm the topic 
ain't no other way around it (this is my kaka show) you was with me on the corner we was trapping till the 
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morning thought that we was moving forward (kaka slow) why you wanna move backwards why you got me 
doing back flips tryna turn me back into a savage
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